We classify the lattices of rank 16 over the Eisenstein integers which are even unimodular Z-lattices (of dimension 32). There are exactly 80 unitary isometry classes.
Introduction
Let O = Z[
] be the ring of integers in the imaginary quadratic field K = Q[ √ −3]. An Eisenstein lattice is a positive definite Hermitian O-lattice (Λ, h) such that the trace lattice (Λ, q), with q(x, y) := trace K/Q h(x, y) = h(x, y) + h(x, y) is an even unimodular Z-lattice. The rank of the free O-lattice Λ is r = n 2 where n = dim Z (Λ). Eisenstein lattices (or the more general theta-lattices introduced in [HKN2] ) are of interest in the theory of modular forms, as their theta series is a modular form of weight r for the full Hermitian modular group with respect to O (cf. [HKN1] .). The paper [HKN1] contains a classification of the Eisenstein lattices for n = 8, 16, and 24. In these cases one can use the classifications of even unimodular Zlattices by Kneser and Niemeier and look for automorphisms with minimal polynomial X 2 − X + 1. For n = 32 this approach does not work as there are more than 10 9 isometry classes of even unimodular Z-lattices (cf. [Ki, Corollary 17] ). In this case we apply a generalisation of Kneser's neighbor method (compare [Sc] ) over Z[
] to construct enough representatives of Eisenstein lattices and then use the mass formula developed in [HKN1] (and in a more general setting in [HKN2] ) to check that the list of lattices is complete.
Given some ring R that contains O, any R-module is clearly also an O-module. In particular the classification of Eisenstein lattices can be used to obtain a classification of even unimodular Z-lattices that are R-modules for the maximal order
where i 2 = j 2 = −1, ij = −ji, in the rational definite quaternion algebra of discriminant 2 2 respectively 3 2 . For the Hurwitz order M 2,∞ these lattices have been determined in [BN] , the classification over M 3,∞ is new (cf. [He] ).
Statement of Results
Theorem. The mass of the genus of Eisenstein lattices of rank 16 is
There are exactly h = 80 isometry classes [Λ i ] of Eisenstein lattices of rank 16.
Proof. The mass was computed in [HKN1] . The 80 Eisenstein lattices of rank 16 are listed in the following table with the order of their unitary automorphism group. These groups have been computed with MAGMA. We also checked that these lattices are pairwise not isometric. Using the mass formula one verifies that the list is complete.
To obtain the complete list of Eisenstein lattices of rank 16 we first constructed some lattices as orthogonal sums of Eisenstein lattices of rank 12 and 4 and from known 32-dimensional even unimodular lattices. We also applied coding constructions from ternary and quaternary codes in the same spirit as described in [Ba] . To this list of lattices we applied Kneser's neighbor method. For this we made use of the following facts (cf. [Sc] ): Let Γ be an integral O-lattice and p a prime ideal of O that does not divide the discriminant of Γ.
All p-neighbors of a given O-lattice Γ can be constructed as
where x ∈ Γ \ pΓ with h(x, x) ∈ pp (such a vector is called admissible). We computed (almost random) neighbors (after rescaling the already computed lattices to make them integral) for the prime elements 2, 2− √ −3, and 4− √ −3 by randomly choosing admissible vectors x from a set of representatives and constructing Γ(p, x) or all integral overlattices of Γ x of suitable index. For details of the construction we refer to [Sc] .
Corollary. There are exactly 83 M 3,∞ -lattices of rank 8 that yield even unimodular Z-lattices of rank 32.
Proof. Since M 3,∞ is generated by its unit group M * 3,∞ ∼ = C 3 : C 4 one may determine the structures over M 3,∞ of an Eisenstein lattice Γ as follows. Let −1+ √ −3 2 =: σ ∈ U (Γ) be a third root of unity. If the O-module structure of Γ can be extended to a M 3,∞ module structure, the O-lattice Γ needs to be isometric to its complex conjugate lattice Γ. Let τ 0 be such an isometry, so
Then we need to find representatives of all conjugacy classes of elements τ ∈ U (Γ) such that τ 2 = −1 and τ σ = −σ 2 τ.
This can be shown as in [KM] in the case of the Gaussian integers.
Alternatively, one can classify these lattices directly using the neighbor method and a mass formula, which can be derived from the mass formula in [Ha] as in [BN] . The results are contained in [He] . For details on the neighbor method in a quaternionic setting we refer to [Co] .
The Eisenstein lattices of rank up to 16 are listed in the following tables ordered by the number of roots. For the sake of completeness we have included the results from [HKN1] in rank 4, 8 and 12. R denotes the root system of the corresponding even unimodular Z-lattice (cf. [CS, Ch. 4] ). In the column Aut the order of the unitary automorphism group is given. The next column contains the number of structures of the lattice over M 3,∞ . For lattices with a structure over the Hurwitz quaternions M 2,∞ (note that (i + j + ij) 2 = −3, so all lattices with a structure over M 2,∞ have a structure over O), the name of the corresponding Hurwitz lattice used in [BN] is given in the last column. 
